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EasyDCC The Easiest to use DCC system
Now with Zonemaster 7 Amp Boosters

FAST TRACKS Easy to build Turnouts

Tsunami2 Digital Sound Decoders
WOW sound from TCS
DCC Accessories
Blackstone HOn3 Models
Hold & Fold Etch Tools

Irdot Infrared Detectors
Centreline Rail Cleaners

Micro-engineering HOn3 !Track
Rail, Joiners & Points

Kadee Couplers

  

Valley

Models
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Soundtraxx continues their 
legacy of innovative products 
with Tsunam2, a brand new line 
of digital sound decoders that 
have more sounds, smoother 
operation and some completely 
new ways to do more with your 
trains. The word is “operation” 
with three braking methods, 
the best ever Dynamic Digital 
Exhaust for both Steam and 
Diesel versions, and oodles (yes 
oodles) of amazing new sounds 
and effects.  The first Functional 
Brake, Equalizer – and a whole 
lot more.  Soundtraxx has been 
leading the way in sound for 
your railway for over 25 years.

From
®

Tsunami2 Features
đƫ32-Bit processor capable of 16 

simultaneous sound channels
đƫFlex-Map technology allows 

mapping any function to any 
function key

đƫHyperdrive2 motor control
đƫAdjustable Reverb
đƫBuilt in Equilizer
đƫ20+ Different Lighting Effects
đƫSteam Diesel and Electric 

versions with multiple 
selections in each decoder

đƫOver 60 whistles, over 40 
horns, multiple prime movers, 
chuffs, bells and more.

Think you’ve heard it all?
Visit our
website
today. NEW 

Website
   Secure
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It may be a long way off but 
it’s never to early to mark 
your calendar for the next 
O scale Forum at North 
Sydney Leagues Club on 
Saturday 20th October. 

Keep an eye on this spot in 
future editions for the 
program of speakers and 
times.
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The fireman looks back along the 
train for the guards signal. These 
realistic figures are from the 
Andian Models range reviewed on 
page 17. The loco is of course 
from a Model O/DJH kit.

Introducing Chris Lord - New Aus7 Modellers Group Secretary 

irst a little about myself, how I came to modelling and ultimately Aus7 with 7mm 
NSW as a main focus. You could say I was born into modelling as there have  
always been model trains around since I was born, Apparently my grandmother 
told my dad (David Lord) when I was born, you have a son and could get a train 
set again. There is a photo of me in a rocker with Union Pacific Big Boys and 
New York Hudsons passing by, so its well and truly been a life long hobby so far. 

I was taken by dad to many model railway meetings, exhibitions, operating 
sessions etc. and can realistically say I have been attending exhibitions as an 
exhibitor since the late 70s and I have great memories of the big O scale 
NSWGR layout of Norm Read and Col Shepherd at the Sydney exhibitions. 

Many years have passed and I’ve seen a lot of changes in the hobby scene,  I 
still enjoy exhibiting my own layouts, friends or clubs. I find it very rewarding to 
pass on my enjoyment of the hobby for others to see and hopefully encourage 
them to get involved. 

When work (my first pay packet purchased a brass loco), fast cars and a young 
lady came along the train hobby was still as strong as ever. I’ve still got the fast 
cars and the young lady is now my wife, plus I’ve still got all the trains so I’m 
very lucky. 

My exposure to 7mm fine scale modelling started back in the 80’s with British 
outline,  helping exhibit layouts etc, however I did enjoy NSWGR and there were 
a lot of good kits starting to appear in HO so I spent a long time modelling 
NSWGR in HO whilst dabbling in British O scale. 

Eventually a bad experience with a HO RTR manufacturer made me reconsider 
NSW HO and at the time NSWGR 7mm O scale was looking very good,  several 
new model kits had just become available, so I jumped on board and it’s 
something I have no regrets about doing.  

Now I have to say,  I’m a rubber gauge modeller,  I enjoy lots of scales not just O 
scale however I can say O scale has been one of the most rewarding scales to 
model,  as you really do have to do a lot of modelling and that’s something I 
enjoy especially layout building be it big or small but at the same time 
our chosen scale has never been so well catered for. There are more loco and 
rolling stock types available in kit or RTR now; making it easier and more 
tempting to get into the scale than ever before. This is why I decided to build the 
small layout Moonan Flats to demonstrate to and encourage modellers that 
7mm modelling could be done in a small space and still have interesting 
operating potential as well as not need a huge outlay to start.  

Now if you haven’t started your O scale layout, its time to make a start. None of 
us are getting younger. Get those models out of the cupboard and onto the work 
bench. Make a start and small steps will lead to bigger things like an operating 
model Railway. And don’t forget to support the suppliers now, as if you don’t 
they won’t be there in the future when you do want that part. 

I would encourage everyone to set a goal for the next Aus7 forum in October, to 
have a model on the display table.  Anything from a structure to a loco.  I look 
forward to seeing the results.  

Happy ModelOing  
Chris Lord 

http://www.aus7modellersgroup.org
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A copy of the above photograph, 
possibly taken soon after the con-
struction of the double deck goods 
shed, recently came into my pos-
session. It is particularly useful as it 
includes considerably more detail 
than other similar photographs 
which were located during earlier 
internet searches. A very simplistic 
version of this scene was included 
as the final photograph in Part 2 of 
this series.  
Something really bothered me 
about that scene and I later real-
ised that my attempt to calculate 
the height of the first floor of the 
goods shed by scaling dimensions 
from photographs and poor quality 
blueprints was flawed. In that initial 
mock-up the top of the opening 
entrance to the ground floor was 
some 21 scale feet above the track 
bed. That was about 5 scale feet 
higher than it should have been 
and helped explain in some way 
why the 19 class in the photograph 
looked even more diminutive than it 
really was.  

Tracklaying 
This series commenced in 7th 
Heaven Issue 55, it continued 
in Issue 56 but we still have 
not laid any track. The simple 
solution would have been the 
procurement of some Peco or 
perhaps Micro Engineering 
ready-to-lay track. I apologise 
for misusing a current ex-
pression but that would be 
“too easy”. Some tracklaying 
will be achieved in this epi-
sode but more still needs to 
be done to be sure that all the 
scenic elements blend to-
gether. 

John R B Parker 

The following photograph of 
module (3) under construction 
shows the result of reworking 
the dimensions of the goods 
shed mock-up. There is now 
only 16 scale feet clearance 
above the top of the rails. This 
prototypical minimum clearance 

has made a substantial change to 
the previously unrealistic grade on 
the roadway which allowed lorries 
and other road vehicles to reach 
the upper deck. There are still 
many temporary cardboard repli-
cas so nothing in this photograph 
is necessarily in its final location. 
As is fairly obvious quite a bit of 
“juggling” is necessary to squeeze 
all the elements into such a small 
space. The Goldsborough Mort 
wool-store, one of three large 
buildings that will form the back-
drop to the layout can be seen for 
the first time albeit in an as yet 
unfinished state. 
Progress has also been made on 
building the track and turnouts 
which has been a new experience 
for me. Yes, building; for this lay-
out I have decided to hand-lay all 
the track and turnouts with the 
exception of the Peco double slip. 
As I have never previously built 
any turnouts I felt that attempting 
the construction of a double slip 
might just be a step too far. 
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necessary to add a little more of 
the dye if you feel that the end 
result is not dark enough. Leave 
for at least 30 minutes to allow the 
timber to absorb some of the 
stain. Protect your hands with a 
pair of disposable gloves and then 
transfer the sleepers from the so-
lution to an old jam tin, to which 
holes had previously been added. 
Hold it over the container to allow 
excess liquid to drain from the 
sleepers back into the dye.  The 
sleepers can then be placed on 
some old newspaper and left to 
dry at least overnight. The solu-
tion should be decanted and re-
tained for future use.  

There is no doubt that readily 
available flexible track is very con-
venient. However no available 
commercial track looks anything 
like the NSWGR permanent way. 
If realism is the main aim then it 
really makes sense to hand-lay 
the track but this does not mean 
that you have to forego the bene-
fits that flexible track has to offer. 
Graham Holland deserves our 
thanks for describing, quite some 
time ago, his preferred method of 
construction in Volume 9 of the 
Australian Journal of Railway 
Modelling. If you are interested 
and do not currently have a copy 
at the time of writing it is still pos-
sible to download a version of the 
complete issue from the internet1.     
 

One of the great advantages of 
the method first described by 
Graham is the possibility of mak-
ing up realistic lengths of ready-to
-lay track in advance on the work 
bench. This avoids the inconven-
ience involved in spiking the rail 
in place on the actual layout, par-
ticularly as some ultimate loca-
tions may be difficult to access. 
Suitable rail2 is available from 
Model O Kits as both Code 100 
and Code 125 flat bottom rail in 3 
foot lengths - these represent 
60lb and 90lb rail respectively. 
I had a reasonable stock of MT 
Albert sourced sleepers3 pur-
chased some time ago which I 
was able to put to good use. As 
construction progressed it was 

obvious that my stock was going 
to be insufficient. A phone call to 
Warren Herbert of Gwyder Valley 
Models solved the supply problem 
with identical sleepers now 
sourced from the Kappler Mill & 
Lumber Co. Only two days from 
phone call to my work bench: 
that’s great service! 
The following photograph shows 
the simple jig into which the 
lengths of track are assembled. 
This jig is slightly different to that 
described in the original article as 
it uses two separate lengths of 3 
mm balsa rather than a single wid-
er strip. This slight method im-
provement avoids the need to cut 
a 5mm strip from the centre after 
assembly, which would be a little 
fiddly. 

If you want some of your sleepers 
to look old and very weathered 
they can be “modified” with abra-
sives, knives and/or files before 
staining. Most will find it more 
convenient to “weather” the sleep-
ers prior to gluing them in place 
on the jig. Many modellers have 
their own secret recipe for staining 
the timber. Mine is very simple. 
Dump a pile of sleepers into an 
old saucepan or metal container; I 
use an old biscuit box. Add a few 
drops of Raven Black Shoe Dye4 
to the container together with suf-
ficient methylated spirits to at 
least mostly cover the sleepers. 
Gently agitate the container to 
ensure that all the sleepers are 
covered by the liquid. It may be 

This stain can easily be used 
multiple times by adding further 
dye and/or methylated spirits as 
required. Don’t forget to use the 
disposable gloves; black 
“weathered” fingers are not a 
good look. 
Once you are satisfied that the 
sleepers are completely dry they 
can be located in place on the 
two “beads” of PVA glue which 
have been added to the balsa 
strips. The sleepers should be 
aligned with the location marks 
on the jig but some slight varia-
tion in positioning will ensure the 
modelled track more closely rep-
resents the prototype.” 

Aplication of two 
“beads” of  PVA glue Application of two 
“beads” of  PVA glue 

Space for 2 strips of 3mm balsa 18.5 mm x 1M Space for 2 strips of 3mm balsa 18.5 mm wide 

925 mm 
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Once the glue has dried, spiking the 
track in place can commence. In addi-
tion to the Micro Engineering Track 
Spikes5 you will need a pair of Xuron 
Track Spike Pliers6 and at least 3 Roller 
Track Gauges7 together with a steel 
rule or straight edge. 
On the prototype, joins in opposite rails 
were staggered to avoid both wheels 
striking a rail join at the same time. In-
dividual lengths of rail were typically 40
-45 feet in length with the join in one 
corresponding to the middle of the oth-
er rail. That level of offset is impractical 
in this system so a compromise is im-
plemented by locating the beginning of 
the first length of rail around the 8th to 
10th sleeper.  
A steel rule; (straight edge) is used to 
ensure the rail is located in a straight 
line. Dress-makers pins can be 
pressed into the balsa sub base to help 
locate the rail whilst the first of the 
spikes are used to secure the rail to the 
sleepers. Use of the special pliers will 
obviate any need to drill holes, alt-
hough it is likely that a very small num-
ber of spikes will bend in the process 
rendering them useless. Ultimately 4 
spikes will be used to secure the rails 
to each sleeper. I have found it best to 
initially only spike the rail to about eve-
ry 7th sleeper, returning later to fasten 
the rail to all the remaining sleepers. 
The installation of the second rail oc-
curs in a similar way, only this time the 
roller track gauges are used to ensure 
correct rail to rail spacing. 
The completed section of track can 
now be lifted from the jig as it is ready 
to place on the layout wherever straight 
sections of track are needed. If the sec-
tion of track requires a curve a further 
step is necessary. First invert the track 
on the work bench. Use a fibre cutting 
disc mounted in a rotary hobby tool to 
cut a slot in one balsa strip between 
every 7th and 8th sleeper. Move to the 
second balsa strip and this time start 
counting at a point between the 4th and 
5th sleeper and then cut a slot between 
every 7th and 8th sleeper on the sec-
ond strip. It is important that two slots 
are not in line. With care the track can 
now be curved in a way similar to com-
mercial ready-to-lay track before final 
placement where required on the lay-
out. 
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Having prepared sufficient lengths 
of track to make a start on track-
laying it was now possible to con-
sider building turnouts. Trevor 
Hodges has recently added four 
videos to his website “Morpeth in 
O scale”8 on this very subject. If 
you haven’t seen them I recom-
mend you take look. His step by 
step instructions proved to be 
helpful to me as I made my first 
attempt. These comprehensive 
videos make it unnecessary to 
repeat all the steps in the con-
struction process.  Trevor used 
individual sleepers for his turnout 
but Glenn Scott of Model O Kits 
has now come to our aid with a 
newly released laser-cut turnout 
template9 complete with all the 
location holes for the rail holding 
spikes. This really does speed up 
the process considerably. The 
plywood used is thinner than regu-
lar sleepers but once the turnout 
is installed the ballast will hide that 
one difference. 
The template shown above has 
been stained using the same Ra-
ven shoe dye that was used previ-
ously. The plywood base used 
does not absorb as much stain as 
the timber sleepers but the end 
result is still fine. 
The turnouts were constructed 
from the same code 100 rail used 
previously when building the 
ready-to-install lengths of track. I 
was not looking forward to filing 
the rail to achieve the necessary 
profiles for the moving point 
blades, the indented main rails as 
well as the pointed frog; it all 
sounded rather difficult. I need not 
have worried; the use of a Fast 
Tracks Point Form jig10 and my 
inexpensive bench sander greatly 
simplified this process. Push a 

 
Where do you get it? 

  
1. Home-Made Flexible Track in 7mm 
https://archive.org/stream/
AJRMVol7AustralianJournalOfRail-
wayModellingRandom002/AJRM%
20Vol%209%20-%20Australian%
20Journal%20of%20Railway%
20Modelling%20%5BRandom002%
5D#page/n0/mode/2up 
 
2. Micro Engineering Rail 
www.modelokits.com 
 
3. Kappler O scale 7mm sleepers 
www.gwdirvalletmodels.com 

  
4. Raven Black Shoe  
Any cobbler or Shoe repair shop 
 
5. Micro Engineering Track spikes  
www.modelokits.com 
 
6. Xuron Track Spike Insertion Pliers 
 www.micromark.com  
 
7. 7mm Scale Roller Track Gauges 
www.modelokits.com 
 
8. Turnout construction Video Part 1 
https://7mmaussie.wordpress.com 
or 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=1&v=NpNN5BecE-k 
 
9. Laser cut Turnout Template 
www.modelokits.com 
 
10. Fast Tracks Point Form Filing Jig 
www.gwdirvalleymodels.com 
 
11. Fast Tracks Frog Helper 
www.gwdirvalleymodels.com 
 
12. Fast Tracks RailRoller 
www.gwdirvalleymodels.com   

 

 

length of rail into the appropriate 
slot on the jig and lightly clamp 
with the Allen key. The protruding 
section of rail is then quickly 
ground away on the belt sander; 
much faster and more accurate 
than filing by hand. If the budget 
will extend to cover the purchase 
of the Fast Tracks Frog Helper11 
soldering jig you will find that it is 
a worthwhile investment as it real-
ly does assist in building the frog. 
Also worthwhile although, possibly 
not essential, is the Rail Roller12 
also from Fast Tracks; this is used 
to form the rail to the correct cur-
vature. The completed turnout 
shown below was assembled on a 
3 mm balsa base which I feel is 
more than adequate particularly 
as it will ultimately be mounted 
with a foam track bed onto the 
extruded foam roadbed. If pre-
ferred you could of course build 
the turnout on a sturdier plywood 
base.  

…to be continued. 
. 
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In issue 42 of 7th Heaven (mid 2014) I wrote an article 
about the CIL turntable that concluded with the 
sentence “...overcoming the electrical issues is a work 
in progress at the time of writing. With the editors 
permission I will follow up... when I have something to 
report.” I feel I’ve come up with a fairly straightforward 
and easily implemented solution that, while it does not 
overcome 100% of the performance issues with the 
turntable, at least addresses the electrical issues that 
form the basis of the majority of the problems.  

Recently I was reading an article in the UK model 
railway magazine Model Railway Journal (#256) by 
Giles Favell. If you’ve never heard of Giles he’s 
responsible for the creation of a number of small 7mm 
layouts that feature moving road vehicles; trucks, 
cranes and the like, that move about his layouts and 
carry out authentic loading and unloading tasks. The 
modelling is absolutely first class and well worth taking 
a look at. Go to Youtube and search for End Of The 
Line, you will not be disappointed! In his MRJ article he 
mentioned using a component called a slip ring to 
transfer power from a truck base up to a rotating crane 
jib. I’d never heard of slip rings before but evidently they 
had been developed for use in electronic equipment that 
needs to rotate such as radar dishes. He utilized a small 
12mm diameter slip ring in the model he was building 
and a very loud ding went off in my head: “this would be 
perfect to use in the CIL 60’ turntable” I thought. A quick 
Google search turned up Core Electronics https://core-
electronics.com.au who sell a range of these small 
plastic components and I narrowed my purchase down 
to Slip Ring - 6 Wire (2A) (part SKU: ROB-13064) which 
was listed for $22.78 not including postage. It arrived in 
the mail within a week (Photo 1).  
I chose a slightly larger slip ring than utilized by Giles 
Favell and one with a flange to allow one side of the ring 
to be secured to the structure it is supplying power to. 
This turned out to be a perfect choice for use in the CIL 

turntable. It has six colour coded wires entering one 
side of the ring and six others emerging from the other 
side with the two halves being able to turn in the centre 
with no loss of electric continuity. As the turntable I 
wanted to attach this to only needed 5 wires, this was 
ideal. By installing this component under the turntable 
and completely bypassing use of the etched, electrical 
“wheel” and phosphor bronze fingers arrangement that 
comes as standard on these turntables, the inherently 
poor electrical conductivity is solved and it also makes 
the turntable DCC friendly. This solution is only really 
suitable if you are using DCC due to the fact that once 
you install the slip ring this removes the polarity gaps in 
the electrical pathways for the track power necessary 
under DC control. This could probably be overcome but 
is beyond the scope of this article. Of course you will 
still need to use an automatic polarity switching circuit if 
using DCC, although you can use a DPDT switch, but 
this is necessary with any such arrangement on a DCC 
layout when the polarity of the rails needs to be 

Improving The Performance Of The CIL Distributors NSWR 60’ Turntable 
      Trevor Hodges 
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swapped under a loco such as a turntable, return loop 
or a triangle.  
I started by removing virtually all the components from 
the underside of the turntable except the motor/
gearbox, the wires leading to this and the bracket that 
holds the circuit board in place (Photo 2). This gave me 
a clean slate to work with and allowed me to plan out 
how I was going to arrange the new components on the 
underside of the turntable. In addition to the slip ring I 
was also going to need to make up a small circuit to 
allow the retention of two diodes that direct current 
flows. These are installed as separate components on 
the turntable as delivered. I wanted to put them in one 
place needed to be reinstated with their correct 
electrical pathways and orientation in place. I decided to 
create a small, separate vero board circuit to achieve 
this, the type many of us would be familiar with if we 
have installed DCC decoders into locos following John 
Parker’s numerous articles. I removed the etched, 
electrical pathway wheel attached to one side of the 
large aluminium “gear” wheel and set this aside along 
with the metal “fingers” that make electrical contact with 
this. Neither of these components would be utilized in 
the refurbished turntable.  

I decided to install the slip ring by bolting it to the 
underside of the large aluminium gear wheel utilizing 
the three holes in the flange on the slip ring. I would 
need to drill three corresponding holes in the gear wheel 
to allow the passage of 3/16”, 50mm long Zenith bolts 
(the pan head type) I purchased in a hardware store. 
You will need only three bolts but fifteen nuts to 
reproduce the arrangement I installed so buy yourself a 
pack of extra 3/16” nuts. Before making the circuit I cut 
out a piece vero board that measured approximately 
45mmX25mm and test fitted this to the square 
aluminium plate used to secure the other components to 
the turntable. I drilled four 2.5mm holes in the corners of 
the vero board and dri l led and tapped four 
corresponding 2mm holes in the aluminium plate. I 
attached the vero board to the aluminium plate with four 
12mm long, 2mm diameter bolts and set this above the 
aluminium with the use of some plastic spacers sold by 
Jaycar for this purpose. Once I’d made sure this fitted I 
soldered up the circuit following the diagram 
accompanying this article. I used screw terminals on the 
turntable side rather than soldering these wires in place 
to enable removal of the slip ring easily if needed at a 
later date (Photo 3).  

I would measure up the flange and the holes on the slip 
ring if you’ve purchased a similar component to the one 
I specify just to make sure things match up before 
drilling holes in the aluminium gear wheel. The middle of 
the holes in the flange on the slip ring were 
approximately 17.5mm from the centre, however I found 
that measuring out 10mm from the edge of the central 
boss on the aluminium gear wheel gave me the correct 
spacing needed to locate the holes. There are three 
holes in the slip ring so each one needs to be drilled 
120 degrees from the previous hole. I measured out 
10mm from the outside edge of the central boss on the 
aluminium gear wheel and made three pencil marks in 
the require locations. I placed a small plastic protractor 
in the centre of the gear wheel and made three cross 
marks at 0, 120 and 240 degrees. I centre punched 
these and then drilled three 3/16” holes. The only thing 
to watch out for is that you don’t drill one of the holes in 
front of the grub screw used to retain the gear wheel to 
the central pivot post otherwise you’ll have to mark and 
drill all three again in a different sector of the circle. 
Don’t ask how I discovered the need to watch out for 
this!  
I secured three bolts into position on the gear wheel, 
running the nuts all the way to the bottom of the thread. 
I then measured and drilled clearance holes in a small 
piece of appropriately sized 3mm thick mdf which was 
to be attached to two of the bolts and provided me with 
a spot to secure a plastic terminal strip (Photo 4). Again 
I wanted to be able to disassemble the turntable if I 
needed to at a future time and having the wires 
terminate before they entered the central pivot post 
would allow this. I had to slightly extend the wires 
coming out of the central pivot to allow them all to reach 
this terminal strip. The five wires leading to the slip ring 
were connected to the other side. There was no grey 
wire in the colours on the slip ring so I substituted the 
orange wire.  
I reinstalled the main circuit board and my newly 
created vero board and then installed the slip ring by 
bolting it to the tops of the posts provided by the 3/16” 
bolts (Photo 5). I ran five wires from the underside of the 
main circuit (again substituting the grey wire for an 
orange wire) and hard wired these to one side of my 
new vero board circuit. I then ran the wires from the 
upper side of the slip ring down to the blue plastic 
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terminal points on my new circuit. After this I hooked up 
the power (17V AC) and the hand controller supplied 
with the turntable and tested it.  

Conclusion 
I tested my turntable by running it back and forth about 
20 times without a locomotive and it ran flawlessly in 
both directions and never skipped a beat. This was in 
stark contrast to the previous arrangement which 
started to stall and “fade” after about six trips round with 
or without a locomotive on board. After disassembling 
the table and cleaning the electrical pathways on the 
supplied etched circle the same thing happened after 
about two weeks. The solenoid on my turntable which 
sits under the deck of the table and is used to locate the 
hole in the pit edge works fine to stop and start the 
turntable in the correct location. Another modeller I’ve 
spoken to tells me his mechanism has packed it in. After 
running the table back and forth with no load I decided 
to get serious and placed an Atlas RSD 4/5 on the table 
and the difference was immediately apparent; the table 
moved with a little jerkiness and I could hear the motor 
straining. It stalled twice in about six trips back and forth 
but a small nudge with my finger got it started again. 
The crucial difference for me over the previous 
arrangement was that the turntable never “faded” due to 
a lack of electrical continuity. Even when it stalled the 
motor kept running and I feel this is an issue that could 
be address with slight tweak to the “grip” on the smooth 
surface of the aluminium wheel. The rubber band I 
wrote about in part one of these articles had perished 

(as I’d expected) in the intervening four years and I 
didn’t replace it for this test. The Atlas loco I used 
weighs 1.7kg so it was a “real” test of the turntables 
capabilities. The table should now handle a much lighter 
polyurethane steamer with no problem although the 
turntable is likely to be needed to turn heavier locos 
than this on a layout under operating conditions. I’m 
going to use it mostly to turn a (D)50 which will haul a 
string of non air coal hoppers back and forth to Raworth 
on my new layout. I’m fairly confident that the turntable 
should more than handle this task.  

Commercial	News	
Trevor	Hodges	

ModelOKits  
  
ModelOKits, PO Box 379, Sydney, NSW, 1700, (02) 
97073390, 0404935663, http://www.modelokits.com & 
sales@modelokits.com have passed on the news that 
they are going to proceed with the 13 class project. 
Timeline for production is yet to be confirmed. 
ModelOKits will be in contact shortly with all those who 
have expressed an interest to arrange deposits. The 
last of the RTR 59 class pre-orders will arrive early May 
and these will be delivered to those who have placed 
orders as soon as they arrive. There will be a small 
number of RTR 59s available off the shelf as well as 
kits. They are still taking orders for RTR 59s. 

ModelOKits are now stocking some Dapol RTR O scale 
British outline products. More details on this line as it 
comes to hand. By the end of April a laser cut kit of the 
timber version of the NSWGR Station Master’s house 
will be available. This will come with 3D printed brick 
chimneys. The price is yet to be finalised. ModelOKits 
have recently launched a range of 3D printed and resin 
NSWGR line-side detail items; an LCL container, trike, 
S wagon drum load, stationary boiler (resin), stink pipe 
vents and NSW house/building chimneys are some of 
the items now available.  

Signals Branch 

Signals Branch via its Shapeways shop web site at 
https://www.shapeways.com/shops/signalsbranch and 
at rpilgrim@bigpond.net.au and by phone at 02 9543 
0970 has advised of several new additions to their line.  

A NSWGR steel trestle, standard sleeper take off, a 
signal relay hut and 64 grazing sheep are all available 
in white strong and flexible material. 
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You will require your 
normal range of files 
and emery paper for 
filing and cleaning up. 
You will also need the 
following drill bits, 
0.5mm, 0.8mm, 1mm, 
1.2mm and 1.6mm 
along with low melt 
solder and flux. If not 
confident with low 
temp so lde r t hen 
s u p e r g l u e a n d 
Araldite. 

The kit comprises white metal and brass parts. There is 
very minimal flashing to clean up. Just file off any mould 
lines then give the parts a wash in warm soapy water 
and let dry.  
The picture below shows the kit components. There are 
two main wheel options, rubber tyres or metal teeth 
style wheel. I chose the rubber tyre option. The next 
photo shows the main chassis casting cleaned up and 
ready for assembly. 

Step 1 drilling the main 
casting. Each hole to 
be drilled has a dimple 
to locate it. Hole 1 use 
a 1.5mm drill bit drilled 
at about a 50deg 
angle for the steering 
column. Hole 2 is also 
a 1.5mm. Hole 3 is 
0.8mm for the seat 
support post. Hole 4 at 
the rear of the casting 
1.5mm drill bit. The 2 
holes marked by No5 

are 1.2mm. All holes only need to be around 1 to 1.5mm 
deep.  

Step 2 fitting the first part to my main casting, the seat. 
Remove the seat casting from the sprue and clean up 
any flashing and mould lines with a file. You will need to 
file the end down to allow clearance for the steering 
column. Test fit into hole 3 adjust as necessary by 
bending and filling until you get a neat fit. I secured in 
place with low melt solder. 

Step 3. Fitting the steering column and air filter. You will 
need to file the base of the steering column to get a 
neat fit. I then soldered in place. On the air filter (this is 
the casting that sits in front of the steering column) there 
is a dimple hole for the dash casting. Make sure this is 
clear of any obstructions and that the dash lug sits flush.  

Step 4 You will need to drill 2 0.55mm holes in the side 

of the dash casting and you will also need to drill a 
0.8mm hole in the front right hand side of the casting. 
This is marked with a dimple. Then attach to the fuel 
tank. Test fit to the main casting. You will need to file a 
half round in the base of the dash to clear the steering 
column. Leave to one side to fit later. 

Building The Model Company Fordson ‘N’ Tractor 
Dave Pallas
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Step 5 The nut casting on the side of the air filter will 
need to be drilled with a 1mm bit to the depth of approx 

1.5mm. Drill a 1mm hole in the manifold casting about 
0.5mm deep.  Attach the manifold casting to the main 
casting. I cut a piece of 1mm wire a little longer than the 
gap, bent and inserted, then soldered in place. 

Step 6 Now locate the gear selector fitting and drill a 
0.55mm hole for the gear selector. The gear shift is 
made from the brass pin supplied. As I am using the 
rubber tyres I shortened the axle pins down to 2mm 
long. 

Step 7. Front axle assemble, as with the rear axles you 
need to shorten the axle pin to about 2mm long. Drill 
which ever wheel you are using with a 2mm drill bit to a 
depth of around 1.5mm. In hindsight it may have been 
easier to shorten the axles after I had assembled them. 
You may need to clean the pivot holes out with a 0.7mm 
drill bit. Attached the axle pieces to the cross bar with 
0.7mm wire. Note the orientation of the pieces. I 
soldered the wire on the bottom of the axle casting 
carefully so as to allow the wheels to pivot. As shown in 
the photo you need to leave about 1mm of the wire 
protruding on the right hand side. This is to attach the 
steering linkage to. Next add the tie bar which is made 
from 0.5mm wire. The triangular shaped part is also 
made from 0.5mm wire and is cut to 34mm long and 
bent in the middle and fixed as shown. Now I found that 
I needed to shorten the triangle as it sat too far down 
the tractor and would not allow the axle assembly to sit 
correctly. The next three photos show these steps.. I 
also drilled a 0.7mm hole through the brackets to take a 
piece of 0.7mm wire to allow the axle assembly to rock 
side to side. set  aside for the time being.  

Step 8. I diverted from the instruction and attached the 
fan assembly, steering link, gear shift and front axle 
assembly. At the top of the cast on water pipe drill a 
0.8mm hole and attach the fan belt assemble, then 
attache the fan to its pin. The steering linkage is made 
from 0.5mm wire and is bent in an L shape with a loop 
on one end. I made the loop by wrapping the wire 
around a pair of round pliers. Approx 1.5mm from the 
loop bend the wire into an L and cut to approx 5mm 
long. Glue into hole. I next attached the front axle 
assembly with a piece of 0.7mm wire so as it would 
pivot then soldered a length of 0.5mm wire from the 
loop to the wire protruding on the axle assembly. Note in 
the above photos I made a mistake and had to redo the 
steering linkage so as the loop is parallel to the body.  
Lastly bend up the pin to form the gear shift. I left the 
pin head on to simulate the knob. 

Step 9. The magneto assembly, This took a bit of time 
as I had to do a bit of filing to get all the pieces to fit. 
This is a straight forward step, locate magneto (funny 
round thing) and its bracket. Insert the magneto into its 
hole and glue in place. file the end of the magneto down 
so that it is flush with the bracket. Now test fit to the 
front of tractor as well as test fitting the radiator. File to 
fit, once it all fits attach the magneto but not the radiator 
yet. Drill a 0.8mm hole in the dimple at the front of the 
tractor below the magneto bracket and attach the crank 
handle. Next cut four pieces of 10amp fuse wire 20mm 
long. Wrap the first 5mm approx together and secure 
behind the magneto as show in the photo below, bend 
and shorten the wire as shown. If you still have any 
sanity left you are doing well. 
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Step 10 Now take the fuel tank and dash assembly you 
made earlier and turn upside down. Locate the dimple 
and drill a 0.55mm hole. Insert and glue a 20mm piece 
of fuse wire. This runs down to the manifold as shown in 
the above left hand photo. Attach the radiator to the 
front of the tractor making sure it is all square and 
parallel. Then attach the fuel tank and dash assembly. 
Adjust as necessary to fit. Next make the magneto 
control wire out of 0.8mm wire. Form a loop in one end 
and feed through the hole in the dash as shown in the 
photo below. 

The next parts to add are the mudguard brackets into 
the predrilled holes on the dash. In hindsight I should 
not have glued them in as they are brass it is quite hard 
to bend them to fit. Best to glue them after the 
mudguards are fitted. 

Step 11 Fit the tool box at the base of the dash on the 
left hand side. You will need to file it down a little to get it 
to fit. Then attach the steering wheel. Almost done (so is 
this novel) 

Step 12. The mudguards. Straight forward, solder or 
glue the steps to the inside bottom of each mudguard. 
Making sure they are square and level. I then glued the 
mudguards to the axle housing. 

Step 13. The exhaust pipe. This annoyed the heck out 
of me as it was easily knocked off. The exhaust is made 
from a 30mm length of the 1.5mm brass tube. To get it 
to fit and stay I drilled the hole in the manifold piece out 
with a 1.5mm drill as deep as I dared. I then rounded 
the end of the tube on a cutting disk in a motor tool, as 
shown in the photo on the left. I then soldered it in place 
after knocking it off for the fourth time. 
  

The last step. Painting and decaling, I left the wheels off 
until after I had painted the model. I chose the blue 
scheme as I like blue. The model was washed and 
under coated in an etch primer. Final coats are gloss. 
When adding the decals you need to exercise care as 
they are fragile and easily damaged. This is shown in 
the right hand photo. Finish with dulcote and your 
tractor is ready for service or a wagon load. 
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I offer this article as part of a work in progress. The SSM (Static Speed Matching) Project as described has 
limitations and I look forward to the possibility of seeing articles in 7th Heaven on better ways to achieve the 
outcome I sought which could be paraphrased as ….“Speed matching without going anywhere” 
Why do I want to speed match.  
My US prototype 'O' scale layout, (Eureka Southern), now demolished but to be rebuilt, is a loop to loop 
configuration which contains 3% grades with a height separation of about 750mm. Wagons weighted to NMRA 
standards weigh in the vicinity of 500 g and because of the grades involved and train lengths, (12+) require that 
trains will be hauled by 2 – 3 locomotives. 
I have a number of manufacturers in the loco mix including ATLAS, Central Locomotive Works (CLW), Samhongsa, 
Max Gray and US Hobbies,(USH), with motor types ranging from 45 year old open frame KTM (Pittman) to modern 
'can' types (Pittman and Canon), plus 'China drives'** in some of the ATLAS locos. 

** A term used by US modellers to describe the motor/truck (bogie) drives of ATLAS' 'O' scale diesel outline locos. Each 
truck has a vertically mounted 'low cost'? Chinese motor driving axles on the truck.  

As readers will appreciate that motor mix means that locomotives have different top speeds and different 
acceleration curves. the ATLAS locos, for example a GP 60 type, are rated by Model Railroader (March 2005 page 
102), as having a top speed of 120 s(cale)MPH and I assure you that GP 60's, a 3800hp/2700kW freight loco, are 
DEFINITELY NOT XPT's. At the other end of the scale some of the remotored USH locos which were geared to 
realistic speeds of 70 sMPH when they had open frame motors, (probably capable of 9000 rpm), now can barely 
raise 50 sMPH with Pittman/Canon cans which generally run at about 6500 rpm.  
The upshot of all this variety is that locos whilst smooth running in their own right, (BEMF necessary with the 
ATLAS locos), can be very unhappy together unless speed matched. This angst manifests itself in wagon 
oscillation, (run-in/run outs), at the coupling and in the worst situations, derailment resulting from rear locos pushing 
too hard causing the front loco to climb the rail or the train 'stringlineing' where wagons derail to the centre of an 
uphill curve. 
Your layout's speed limits 
In the real world we all know that railways have speed limits based on physical factors such as grade, curvature, 
signal spacing etc. In this regard modern diesel locos, particularly those in freight service are generally limited to 
110 kph (70 mph). From memory, and I know nothing much about NSWGR, a 50 Class steam loco had a maximum 
speed of 50 mph  
In the model world our speed limits are more practically set by the need to 'extend' time and distance by slowing 
operational speeds. Most documentation suggests a maximum speed of about 30 sMPH. for example see Marcus 
Amman 

http://mainnorth.blogspot.com.au/2010/07/30-mph-max-speed-matching-of-all-my.html 
Because I run intermodal I have set a max speed of 50 sMPH which is obtained at speed step 25 on a 28 step 
readout of an NCE ProCab. Given that my layout, (loop to loop), had grades of 3% I operated at mountain climbing 
speeds of no more than 30 sMPH which in my double car garage size layout, small by 'O' scale layout standards, 
gave me a start to finish time of 9 minutes. 
I use a 25 step system so that each step, 1-25, = a 2 sMPH increase that is:- 

• speed step 5 = 10 sMPH,  
• speed step 15 = 30 sMPH.  

For locos capable of more than 50 sMPH, ( not all of my locos can exceed that speed), I set speed step 26 = 60 
sMPH, step 27 = 70 MPH and step 28 = 80 sMPH though those speeds are hardly ever used.  
A baseline locomotive 
Choose a locomotive, in my case, capable of at least 80 sMPH. I chose an ATLAS GP 60 which has a top speed, 
unbelievably, of 120 sMPH ('Model Railroader': March 2005, page 102)  

LOCOMOTIVE SPEED MATCHING IN DCC 
USING A ROLLER SET: BIKE SPEEDO and 

JMRI
AUTHOR'S NOTE In the 13 or so years that '7th Heaven' has been published so far as I am aware an article 
about a failed experiment/work has not been published so if our erstwhile Editor publishes the following I 
claim 'a first'. John Lee, March 2018
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Determination of Baseline Loco Speed  
In the real world a vehicle travelling at 60 mph, (1 mile, 5280 ft per minute), covers 88ft in one second as per the 
following formula …...(5280 ft/60 seconds) = 88ft/second 
In 1:48 scale 88ft =22 inches. (In 1:43.54/7mm/ft scale, 88ft = 616 mm or 24.25 inches) 
The simplest, though probably least accurate way to determine your benchmark loco's speed is to use a stopwatch 
then use a calculator e.g., 

My 1:48 scale loco took 1.5 seconds to cover 22 inches therefore its speed = 60/1.5 = 40 sMPH  
There are many ways to determine scale speed for example:- 

1. stopwatch over measured distance 
2. An 'on train' cycle speedo (see Baxter, Geoff . “REO Speedwagon.” AMRM #276 June 2009 page 56) 
3. the speedometer application in DecoderPro. (Uses detectors like NCE BD20's) 
4. a speedo from train accessory suppliers viz http://www.bouldercreekengineering.com/hotshot.php 
5. A free program from NtrakExpress, here http://www.ntrakexpress.com/tools.html (see bottom of the web 

page), which uses a web camera. Note web cameras have a narrow field of vision and the ones I used 
could only 'see' a speed trap length of about 900mm which can be too short to accurately time above 45 
sMPH. (I was advised to use a web camera suitable for conferences i.e. one with a much wider field of 
vision. Such camera costs a little bit more than appropriate for this exercise)  

I chose a option (3) and used 2 speed trap sections of 176 feet, (= 44 inches each at 1:48). See  
http://jmri.sourceforge.net/help/en/html/tools/speedometer/NCE-Speedometer.shtml 

Before firing up the JMRI speedometer I read the GP60's decoder, (LokSound 3.5XL), values into my JMRI 
locomotive roster using a Sprog3 http://www.sprog-dcc.co.uk/ attached to my computer. (A Soundtraxx PTB-100 
see http://www.soundtraxx.com/access/ptb100.php attached to my NCE Command Station could have also been 
used). Sprog3's can be obtained directly from the manufacturer in the U.K. In Australia the PTB-100 can be 
obtained from http://www.mrrc.com.au/ 
NOTE If your loco is sound equipped and you use NCE ProCab you must use either a Sprog or PTB-100 to read 
the CV's on the decoder..... a ProCab by itself cannot read sound decoders. If you have an NCE Power Cab it can 
directly read sound equipped decoders but it has other limitations.  
Note that from the Model Railroader article referred to previously I knew that the ATLAS GP60 (my loco SF4023) 
could reach 120 sMPH and undertaking the read in JMRI DecoderPro resulted in a speed 'curve' as shown by the 
blue line in the graph below. 

Apologies for the complicated graph but it also has the DC, (not DCC) performance superimposed on it, (the pink 
dots and broken line) which shows the marginal performance of the 'China drive' motors in SF4023, (9v=30 sMPH, 
12v=120 sMPH), and how well DCC can mask a poor performing motor. Model Railroader reported that the loco 
has a minimum sustained speed of 6.5 sMPH. The outcome: - some adjustment was going to be necessary before 
the loco became the baseline. >>>>> 18 
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Koola Revisited: Ron Fox’s Koola layout featured in issue #55 but there was not enough room for all the photos. 
Here is another pictorial instalment of Ron’s layout. 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As modellers we strive to achieve as much realism as possible in our 
miniature recreation of the railway scene. We insist on a high level of 
detail in our locomotives, rolling stock and buildings, try to get the 
scenery just the right colour, form and texture and are never satisfied 
that we have that gum tree just right. However when it comes to 
representing the people our railway supposedly exists to serve we 
often don’t aspire to the same standard and are prepared to accept 
what is commercialy on offer because becoming a micro sculptor is 
asking just a bit too much! 

The problem is not so much that there isn’t enough choice as there is 
certainly a wide variety  available, ranging fom the bulk pack of 
emaciated and colourful figures available online to some very 
expensive and beautifully painted examples but to me very few of 
them capture that Australian look in clothing, many seem to be  a bit 
cartoon like and even my favourites from Phoenix figures are 
generally from the wrong era or are distinctly British in clothing styles. 

A particular difficulty has been finding locomotive crew; which to me is 
an absolute essential. No loco looks right running around without a 
crew, not even a diesel where most of the figure is hidden. I thought 
the solution had been found when I was in Telford with Arakoola in 
2016 when I saw some terrific figures on the stand of Modelu figures. 
These had been produced by 3D scanning of actual people and were 
certainly a great improvement over anything seen previously but still 
had the problem of clothing unlike the typical NSWGR loco crew. Now 
this has been taken care of by Andian Models here in Australia who are 
now producing some superb figures by the same method but clothed in 
typical Aussie style. 

To ensure authenticity reference was made not only to photographs but 
help was sought from the Dorrigo Railway Museum to measure 
locomotives for such things as coal plate, fire hole door, regulator and 
handrail heights. Museum Director Keith Jones, who was a fireman on 
the NSWGR from 1969 to 1979, gave Ian and Alan from Andian models 
an insight into driving and firing procedures that may have varied for 
each class. For example, when firing a 30 class tank, the fireman would 
need to grip the main shaft of the shovel with his left hand so as not to 
hit the back of his hand on the seat behind him, unlike the 50 class 
where there is more room to fire and the fireman can hold the shovel by 
gripping the ‘T’ handle on the end. In addition, the coal plate of the 30 
class is basically at floor level so he would be bent right over to scoop 
up the coal.They have tried to adopt these features into current and 
future figures to keep them accurate to the prototype. 
  
Attire was the next issue. Most fireman and drivers wore overalls, King 
Gee seemed to be the closest to what was available in the day having 
correct pockets and brace buckles (on the bib and brace overall). Hats 
were the most difficult, but they were able to find ones like the terry 
towel, cricket caps and fedora on EBay or at Op shops. They also 
added details like rags in back pockets and station master and guards 
lamps (kindly loaned from the museum) to some of the figures to add 
character and realism. Keith also loaned them a brand new Tulloch 
fireman's shovel. 

These figures are correctly proportioned and so finely detailed that 
individual fingers are discernible on the hands and the facial features 
are very fine. Creases and folds in the clothing give a depth that makes 
the figures much more realistic than anything else I have seen. They 
come unpainted but take paint very well and the impact they have upon 
placement in the loco cab or wherever is dramatic. You almost expect 
them to move. 

Some of the current range is illustrated but I am told more are on the 
way and should be released at the Rosehill exhibition in June. The 
figures are available direct from Andian Models for $16 each plus 
postage andian.models@gmail.com or from Model O Kits also for $16. 

REVIEW: Andian Models O Scale Figures         Paul Chisholm
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<<<< 15  

As the baseline loco I wanted SF4023, see the green 
coloured line, to have: 

• at speed step 1, (CV67) a minimum sustained 
speed of <2 sMPH using BEMF. (essential 
because of poor low speed performance). In 
the example above CV67 has a value of 3 to 
give a sMPH=<2 

• a speed of 10 sMPH at speed step 5, (CV71 – 
black arrow), at which point BEMF cuts out  

• a speed of 20 sMPH at speed step 10, (CV76) 
• a speed of 30 sMPH at speed step 15 
• a maximum speed of 50 sMPH at step 25 

(CV91 – orange arrow) 
As an 'optional extra' I set step 26 = 60 sMPH, step 27 
= 70 sMPH, step 28 = 80 sMPH. 
With that work done attention now turned to 
constructing a test rig that allowed locos to be speed 
matched to SF4023 using static testing rather than the 
standard 'tail chase' method. 

This article will be continued in the next issue. 
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          Model O Kits Open Day 
Below are a few scenes from the recent Model O Kits 
Open day at Yagoona. Attendees ware able to view and 
purchase from Glenn’s ever growing range of models, 
structures, track and scratch building items.  

As well as the attractions of the showroom both 
Arakoola and Valley Heights layouts were up and 
running and guest locos and rolling stock were able to 
stretch their legs on both layouts. 

Lunch was provided and gave time for a discussion of 
many things O Scale. 

If you haven’t attended one of these days keep an eye out 
for the next one and come along for a very friendly and 
enjoyable day.

Type to enter text
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Fine Scale 1:43.5 (7mm) O Scale kits

Visit our new website & online store at   www.modelokits.com          Telephone: 0404 935 663            Email: sales@modelokits.com
Now incorporating the full range of Waratah MRC, O-Aust Kits & Model O Kits products

For opening hours visit our website.

- Price $1450

- Dual motor 

- Resin/White metal/brass kit

      442 
    Class 

Locomotive

The  Waratah  Model  Railway  Company 
Fine Scale 1:43.5 (7mm) O Scale kits

ULTIMATE “S” WAGON KIT

Price $85 per kit
Price 10 Kit Pack: $800

Introducing our high quality, highly detailed 
S wagon kit with injection moulded body 
components, our brass and white metal 

detail items and Waratah prototype wheel 
sets. Quality, detail and easy to assemble .

(Excludes buffers and couplers)

AVAILABLE

NOW

Now Available  Price $495 per kit.

LFX & BX “Dogbox” Passenger Carriages

K Wagons - $95
U Wagons - $130 KF Wagons - $125

WAGONS BACK IN STOCK - new pricing

AVAILABLE

NOW

- Peco O Scale Track and Accessories
- Micro Engineer Track and Accessories
- Testors & Tamiya paints, weathering products 
   and materials
- MIG Paints and weathering products
- Slaters Wheels, parts and Accessories.

- Slaters Plastikard sheet and strip
- K&S Metal
- Evergreen
- Zap-a-gap glues
- Mininatur Scenery Materials

We are now stocking in our Yagoona showroom a range of modelling products including:
- Proses tools, Jigs and rolling roads
- Range of  Tools
- Noch and Faller Scenery Material
- Badger Airbrushes
- Woodlands Scenery Materials

AVAILABLE

NOW

Now Stocking 
Dapol O Gauge RTR 

3D PRINTED ACCESSORIES

Heljan British O Scale RTR
Coming Soon 



Limited Extra Stock 
available at $1,799 

DJH Modelloco UK  
- Fine Detailed Brass & White Metal Kits 

1:43.5 (7mm) O Scale kits

Visit us at www.modelokits.com  Telephone: 0404 935 663   email: sales@modelokits.com

Kit builds available for $3700 (including kit)

ModelOkits are pleased to announce the production of the 

 

Pilot model available for viewing                              
- Batch built RTR delivery commencing December  2017

are fully built/running/tested, Includes numbers , decals, standard paint (black), working lights, DCC interface (plug-in).
-  slow running , real coal, detailed back head. Specific paint requests may/will incur additional charges.  6’ 

N.S.W.G.R  36 CLASS 
BELPAIRE LOCOMOTIVE

In fine scale 7mm kits and 
Batch Build Ready-to-run by DJH.

NSWGR D59 Class 
Locomotives

ModelOkits are pleased to announce the production of the 

 

 are fully built/running/tested, Includes number plates , decals, 
    standard paint (black), working lights, 8 pinDCC interface (plug-in).
-  slow running , real coal, detailed back head. Specific paint 
   requests may/will incur additional charges.  6’ 

N.S.W.G.R A1 & A2  Station Kits

Price:   A1 - $45 

Quality Laser Cut Kit

NSWGR Station Masters House
Quality Laser Cut Kit

Includes 3D Printed Chimneys
Sheet Styrene Corrugated Iron

Price: $165

NSWGR Z13 Class  Tank  Locomotive
In fine scale 7mm kits and Batch Build Ready-to-run by DJH.

       Price:   A2 - $65


